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1. Research Objectives

Complexity theory is the study of resource-bounded computation. The aim of this pro-

ject is to study the amount of resources, in particular, time and hardware, used in

neural network computations. Research will focus on four major topics:

1. The relative computing power of various neural network models.

2. Algorithms for neural network computations; upper-bounds, lower-bounds and

completeness properties.

3. Fault-tolerant computation.

4. Learning.

2. Accomplishments

2.1. Research by I. Parberry

Much experimental neural network research involves analog neurons, which input

real values, and output real values. However, whilst the theory of analog neural net-

works developed to date uses real numbers, experimental work is typically performed

on digital computers. Surprisingly, the simulations bear out the theory, even thought

the former is inherently discrete, and the latter inh.-rently analog. Thus it appears the
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neural networks are robust to precision. This is a particularly important trait, since it

is impossible to fabricate analog hardware which has arbitrarily high precision. In par-

ticular, biological systems perform well with wetware which has analog behaviour, but

only limited precision.

The Principal Investigator, Ian Parberry, with his Ph.D. student, Zoran Obra, nvic,

undertook to investigate analog neural networks with limited precision. In digital

simulations, the activation levels of the neurons are limited to some fixed number of

values, k, which depends on the particular computer in use. The computational and

learning complexity of limited precision analog neural networks was investigated, with

a particular emphasis on how the number of neurons and running time scale with k, as

well as the size of the problem being solved.

The key to the research was the demonstration in [11, 12] that limited precision

analog neural networks with k activation levels are equivalent to discrete neural net-

works with k levels of activation, and k-1 thresholds, as opposed to the traditional sin-

gle one. The computational complexity of these k-ary neural networks was studied in

[11, 12], and the learning complexity in [13].

The work in [11,121 extends the traditional binary discrete neural network com-

plexity theory (see [7]) to the new multi-level discrete case. The reader is referred to

the journal papers for details. One typical result is that unlike the binary and ternary

case, the threshold values for the k-ary case where k > 3 cannot be fixed. For example,

in the binary case, the threshold can be made 0. In the ternary case, the two thres-

holds can be made 0 and 1. In the general case, no fixed thresholds will suffice. If k

is restricted to grow only polynomially with the size of the problem being solved, then
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polynomial size, constant depth k-ary neural networks compute only functions from

TC° , the classical complexity class for binary neural networks. This implies that the

superiority of analog neural networks over discrete binary ones can only confer a poly-

nomial in size and a constant multiple in depth. However, that polynomial may still

be significant.

The work in [13] extends the learning algorithms for the binary discrete neuron to

the k-ary case. An efficient version of the Perceptron Learning Algorithm and

Littlestone's Winnow Algorithm are given, proved correct, and analyzed.

Other work by Ian Parberry and his ex-student Peiyuan Yan involves progress on

lower-bounds. Whilst it is extremely difficult to obtain exponential size lower-bounds

on the size required by constant depth neural networks to compute certain functions,

we have made small progress by restricting the power of the neurons. We [14] con-

sider depth 2 circuits of mod-p and mod-q gates augmented with the limited use of

AND and OR gates with small fan-in. We are able to show an exponential size

lower-bound for certain depth-3 circuits of these gates for computing Boolean conjunc-

tion.

Ian Parberry is currently working on a book which describes the complexity

theory of neural networks, based on the experience and some of the results obtained on

this project.

3. Research by Georg Schnitger

We compare the computing power of threshold circuits and circuits composed of

sigmoid gates. In a recent paper, Sontag (E. Sontag, "On the Recognition Capabilities

of Feedforward Nets", Technical Report, SYCON - Rutgers Center for Systems and
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Control, Rutgers University, 1990) considers the problem of deciding whether exactly

one of two n-bit strings has a majority of ones. He shows that sigmoid circuits can

solve this problem in depth 2 (one hidden layer) and constantly many gates. We show

that constantly many threshold gates don't suffice.

This raises the question whether sigmoid circuits have a dramatically larger com-

puting power than threshold circuits. Our answer is negative for the most commonly

used sigmoid s(x)=l/(l+exp(-x)): A sigmoid circuit computing with s gates and d hid-

den layers can be simulated by a threshold circuit with size poly(s + log W), and O(d)

hidden layers. (Here W is an upper bound on the weights used by the sigmoid circuit.)

We also establish the reverse, implying that, within a polynomial (for size) and a con-

stant factor (for the number of hidden layers) sigmoid circuits and threshold circuits

are equivalent.

The two above mentioned results apply to the case of binary input. Next we con-

sider the case of real-valued input, a case modeling analog input. We show that the

computing power of sigmoids dramatically decreases. In particular, we consider the

problem of approximating trigonometric functions like sine(x) and cosine(x) for inputs

x from the interval [0,2 n]. If x is given by an approximate representation in binary,

sigmoids can approximate with poly(n) gates and constantly many hidden layers. If

the real number x is input and weights of size at most 2pOly(n) are used, then poly(n)

gates do not suffice if we would like to compute within constantly many layers. Con-

sequently, it is advisable to supply special purpose hardware to allow a speedy conver-

sion of real-valued input into (approximate) binary representation.
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4. Research by Piotr Berman

My work in the period March 1989 to March 1990 was almost exclusively

devoted to problems of fault tolerance in distributed systems, which in most instances

involved various applications of majority voting.

With my current student, Mirjana Obradovic (who was supported by this grant) I

am working on optimizing threshold gates; that is we would like to minimize the sum

of the weights (assuming integer weights). When the weights are allowed to be large

integers, then merely testing the equivalence of two gates is a co-NP complete prob-

lem, hence optimization cannot be feasible. However, when the sum of the weights of

even one of the gates involved in the equivalence test is polynomial, then an

equivalence test can in polynomial time return the confirmation of the equivalence or a

counterexample. We have developed a heuristic which uses this equivalence test as

follows. It maintains a list of examples for the given threshold gate, a list of proven

inequalities of the form: this input should have the value of the target function at least

as high as that input, and a short list of assumed inequalities. In turns, the heuristic

constructs a minimal gate satisfying proven and assumed inequalities. If the latter gate

is equivalent to the given one, the heuristic terminates, otherwise it uses the counterex-

ample obtained to extend the list of proven inequalities or to modify the list of the

assumed ones.

While this work is still in preparation, the partial results happened to have very

interesting applications in the area of management of replicated data bases. (One of

our papers was accepted for the presentation at 9th Symposium on Reliable Distributed

Systems, in the Fall of this year). Here the subject is a data base in which data items
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are replicated and distributed between some number of sites, which may improve the

reliability (a failure of several data sites does not render a piece of date unreachable)

and access (local rather than remote reads). A static scheme allows to perform a data

base transaction dependent on the set of processors which can at a particular instance

of time communicate with the originator of the transaction. In a voting scheme the

sets of processors allowed to execute are characterized by a distribution of votes and a

quorum threshold. We have characterised several important classes of systems in

which voting scheme provides the optimal static scheme. Moreover, we introduced

efficient and practical algorithms to compute the optimal distribution of votes. A part

of our technique is an efficient test for the equivalence of threshold gates.

With my former student, Juan A. Garay (now at IBM T.J. Watson Research

Center) I continued investigations on the Distributed Consensus problem. In this prob-

lem a group of processors has the task of reaching a common decision. Each proces-

sor has its initial option (typically, a 0/1 value), the common decision must be con-

sistent with the initial option of one of the processors. There are two complications

which make this problem non-trivial: the communication is conducted via bilateral

links (so no 'public' vote is possible) and some of the processors are faulty. No

assumptions whatsoever are placed on the behavior of the faulty processors, e.g. they

could be controlled by an omniscient adversary.

The goal of our research was to provide solutions with better quality parameters

than the previous ones. The parameters which we study are the following: the resi-

liency, i.e. the tolerated number of faulty processors, the number of communication

rounds and the volume of communications. So far, we do not know any solution
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which would be superior simultaneously in all these aspects. We found a solution

which uses I bit messages, and has asymptotically optimal resiliency (3/4 of the

optimum) and number of rounds (2 times optimum). In collaboration with K.J. Perry

of IBM Watson we found a solution which has the optimal resiliency, while the mes-

sage size is limited to 2 bits and the number of exchange rounds is 3 times larger than

the optimal one. In both cases we can reduce substantially the number of rounds by

increasing message size to a higher constant (this is quite important in practice, since

the cost of sending one-page message and one-bit message is usually the same). Both

protocols have the form of a simple sequence of votes, in the second protocol there is

a possibility of casting an undecided vote (hence 2 bits in a message, rather then 1).

These result and their applications are the subject of the conference presentations at

ICALP and FOCS, as well as of the paper submitted to Journal of ACM.

Another group of results concerned protocols with optimal (rather than near

optimal) number of rounds and relatively small (so-called polynomial) message size.

One of these result was presented at FOCS and is the subject of the paper invited to

the journal of Mathematical Systems Theory. Another is the subject of the paper sub-

mitted to FOCS. While these result are also based on voting, the votes are nested

recursively, which easily leads to a huge message size. The techniques developed by

me and Garay allow to avoid participation in most of possible votes, hereby reducing

the message size. One important aspects of these techniques are the rules which allow

to identify quickly the faulty processors that 'harm' the computation. We define a set

of computationally easy rules of inference which allow to identify faulty proces-sors

and to deduct avoidable votes.
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The experience gained in the work on Distributed Agreement allowed me to

obtain some interesting results on fault diagnosis for multiprocessor distributed system

(in cooperation with Andrzej Pelc of the University of Quebec; these result are

presented at IEEE FTCS 20 conference). In the fault diagnosis model we assume that

the faulty processors communicate and compute unreliably, but they can be detected

by their network neighbors with some probability; moreover faulty processors form a

random subset of the system. The previous diagnosis technique was based on a simple

threshold: the processors are diagnosed to be faulty based on the number of 'failed

tests' (a good processor may fail a test, if the latter is 'administered' by a faulty one).

We have shown that the quality of diagnosis improves substantially if we form a graph

of processors, and solve a maximum independent set problem for this graph (an arc is

introduced between two processors whenever one claims that the other has failed its

test). While the maximum independent set problem is in general not feasible, we have

shown that it suffices to form a collection of very small graphs, and tackle them

separatedly. Moreover, we have shown a scheme which allows to distribute the test

result reliably through the system even with a very small number of connections (if we

have n processors, then the number of links and tests is of the order nlogn, we have

proven that this order of growth is sufficient and necessary).
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